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REPORT No. 66. 
GLUES USED IN AIRPLANE PARTS. 
By S. W. ALLEN AND T. R. TnUAX. 
This report was prepared for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics a
nd 
presents the results of investigations conducted by the Forest Products Lab
oratory 
of the l nited ' tates Forest Service, at the request of and with fu.ncls provided u
y 
the Bureau of Construction and Repair and the Bureau of team Engineering of th
e Navy 
Department, -and the Bureau of Aircraft Production of the War Department. Some
 of th.e 
general statements are taken from the literature on glues existing previous to the t
ime that 
the laboratory undertook this line of investigation. 
GENERAL STATEMENT ON KINDS AND SOURCES OF GLUE. 
There are many kinds of glue, some of which hay been known for a long time. The k
ind 
to be used in any particular case depends upon the character of the material to be held t
oo-ether 
and upon the u e to which the finished article is to be pnt. trenO'th, for in tance, is 
usually 
the important requirement for glue to be u ed for joint \york; cheapne s may be more im-
por'tant than strength in the manufacture of 10'iy-O'rade plywood and other inexpen i
ye arti-
cles; and water-re istance i demanded of the glue to be used in airplane, certain k
ind of 
sporting goods, and other glued work which is to be exposed to the weather or to high hu
midity. 
For the purpo e of this di cu ion, glue will be diyided into fiye types, which will
 be 
designated as follows: 
1. Animal glues, which are made from the hides, hoofs, horn , bones, and fle hing 
of 
animals, principally cattle. These glue mu t be mixed with water and melted. 
2. Liquid glue, which are commonly made from the heads, kin. bone and swimm
ing 
bladders of fish . orne liquid glue, howeyer, are made from animal glue and from
 other 
materials. They come in prepare 1 form ready for immediate u e. 
3. Vegetable glue, which are made from starch, usually cassaya, starch, and sold
 in 
Fowdered form. Ordinarily they require heating with 'yater and alkali for preparation
. 
4. Casein glues, which are made from ca ein, lime, and certain other chemical ingredie
nts. 
'1. hey are commonly sold in powdered form, requirinO' only the addition of water. 
5. Blood albumin glue, which are made from black soluble blood albumin, a produ
ct 
recovered trom the blood of animals. These glue mll t be mixed just before use, ince they 
deteriorate rapidly in standing. 
ANIMAL GLUES-THEIR MANUFACTURE, PREPARATION, AND APPLICATION. 
MANUFACTURE OF ANIMAL GLUE. 
The process of making animal o-lue i briefly a follow : The tock i. washed and trea
ted 
to remove dirt and grease, and then boiled to convert the glue-forming substance 
into a 
glue solution. This solution i concentrated by evaporation until it will form a jelly on 
cooling. The jelly is then cut into variou form and dried. 
There are many details and variations which depend upon the kind of sto k used 
and 
the plant in which the glue i made, and which affect more or less the charaoter of the re
sultant 
glue. Bones are sometimes boiled without first removing either dirt or grease. This 
practice 
1 
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naturally fails to produce a high-quality glue. Bones mayor may not be treated with acid 
to remove the calcium salts before cooking; and thi also influences the glue quality. In 
cooking~ the temperature and time must be careflllly watched, as over-cooking may materially 
reduce the strength of the glue. The stock is usually boiled with fresh water several times. 
The fir t boiling or first run gives the best glue, and each later a weaker. 
As the solution of glue from the boiling kettles is too weak to form a jelly which can 
be handled, it must be concentrated. This is done by boiling off the water in vacuum dryers 
nntil the percentage of glue in the solution is high enough to make a firm jelly on cooling. If 
the temperature rises too high during the concentrating process the quality of the glue may 
be lowered. 
When sufficiently concentrated the glue solution is cooled by refrigeration, either after 
being run into pans or as it rtms upon a traveling belt. As it cools it forms a jelly firm enough 
to handle. The jelly in the pans is removed, sliced with wires or a knife, and placed upon 
screens to dry. If a belt is used the jelly is formed in a continuous sheet, which is cut into 
Eections and placed on screens as it travels along. The screens are then placed in a drying 
chamber and left until the glue is dry. Glue may be easily injured during the drying process 
j f the temperature rondition are not properly controlled . 
The form of the glue when dry depends upon the shape in which it was placed upon the 
screens. If carefully sliced to the proper tluckne regularly shaped cakes will be formed. The 
sheet glue from the belt breaks into thin irregularly shaped pieces as it comes from the drying 
net . This is commonly run through a machine to break it into smaller pieces, in which 
shape it is shipped as flake glue. Other forms of glue are also made, and any of the forms 
mav be sub equently ground and sold as ground glue . 
. Sometimes mineral matter such as barium sulphate, white lead, chalk, zinc oxide or whiting 
j , added to the o-lue after it has beep. concentrated, but before it is cooled. This gives it a 
light color and makes it opaque, which is a feature desired by some consumers. 
' ominal grades can not be relied upon when purchasing animal glue for high-das work. 
It is necessary for the purchaser who buys on bids to specify his requirements and then provide 
means to insure that the glue furnished by the manufacturer is up to these requirements. The 
variety in character, color, form, strength, and other characteristics of animal glue is almo t 
Iyithout limit. A system of classification, <based chiefly on the jelly strength, was devised a 
long time ago by Peter Cooper. By means of thi system it i possible to QTOUp the great 
variety of glues into a relatively small number of classes or grades. The grades establi hed 
by Cooper were designated, beginnino- with the trongest, A extra, 1 extra, 1, lX, 11, 1i, l-h 
1 ~, 1i, 1*, 2. There are now on the market glues tronger than A extra, and o-lues weaker 
than 2, for which there is no standard Peter Cooper grade. This system of gradino-, however, 
appear~ to be but little used to-day by manufacturers, except occasionally for comparative 
purpo:::es. Each manufacturer has his own . ystem of gl'ftding, which he keeps more or less 
<>ecret. and to the general buying public the grades mean little or nothing. It is sometimes 
claimed, also, that the P eter Cooper grades of to-day are not the same as those originally 
0.. tablished. 
MIXING AND APPLICATION OF ANIMAL GLUE. 
In using animal glue various precautions mu t be observed if atisfactory results are to 
be obtained. By iml)rOper use a very high-grade glue may be made to give poor joints. It 
is important, first, to find out the right proportion of glue and water to use in order to get 
the best results with the wood that, is being employed and the conditions under which the work 
i , being done. This is largely a matter of experience, but it can also be determined by strength 
t est . W11en the right proportions have been decided upon, they should be strictly adhered to 
th ereafter, and the glue and water should be weighed out when making up a new batch of 
glue rather than measured or guessed at. Clean, cold water should be u ed, and the mixture 
thoroughly stirred to prevent lumps. It hould then stand in a cool place until the glue is 
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thoronghly water-soaked and softened. This may take only an hour or two, or it may take all 
night, depending upon the size of the glue particles. It should then be melted over a water 
bath. The temperature should not be allowed to go higher than rubout 1500 F.; high temper-
atures and long-continued heating reduce the strength of the glue. The glue pot should be 
kept covered as much as possible in order to prevent the formation of a skin or scum over the 
snrface of the glue. 
The room in which the glue is used should be as warm as possible without causing too 
much discomfort to the workman, and it should be free from dra.fts. In a cold drafty 
I'oom the glue cools too quickly and may set before the joint has been put into the clamps. The 
rE.'sult is a weak joint. It is also considered good practice to warm the wood before applying 
the glue, but it should not be heated long enough to cause an appreciable moisture change. 
Wood should never be glued when it is colder than room temperature, and, of course, only 
thoroughly seasoned wood should be used. Since high-strength animal glues set so quickly 
on cooling, they should be applied and the joints clamped as quickly as is consistent with good 
workmanship. 
In clamping, the pressure should be evenly distributed over the joint so that the faces 
will be in contact at all points. The amount of pressure to give the best results is a question 
which has never been definitely settled. Apparently no tests have yet been made to show the 
best pressure to 11se on edge or flat grain joints. In gluing veneers it is necessary to use high 
pressures in order to flatten out the irregularities of the laminations. Pressures as high as 
150 pounds per square inch are sometimes used, but it is not established that such high pres-
sures are necessary or desirable. Too much pressure mu t not be u ed in gluing surfaced wood, 
as the glue may be pressed out too completely :fTom the joint, producing a so-called starved 
joint. 
Strict cleanliness of glue pots and apparatus and of the floors and tables of the glue room 
should be observed. Old glue soon becomes foul and affords a breeding place for the bacteria 
which cause decomposition. The fresh glue is, therefore, in constant danger of becoming con-
taminated. Glue pots and brushes should be washed after every day's work. The brushes 
will remain sweet if kept when not in use in a weak solution of carbolic acid. Glue enough 
for a day's run only should be mixed at one time, so that mixed glue will not have to be held 
over from one day to another. If these sanitary precautions are not observed, poor joints may 
result. 
STRENGTH OF ANIMAL GLUE. 
The highest grades of animal glue are the strongest glues u ed in woodworking. Their 
Etrength is greater than that of the woods they are used upon, and when they are properly 
applied they are exceedingly reliruble, so long as they are not exposed to moisture. The certi-
fied glue used in propeller manufacture was sufficiently strong for the highest type of wood-
working. but still higher grades of glue are obtainable. The certified glues were required 
to have an average shearing strength1 of 2,400 pounds per square inch, with a minimum of 
not less than 2,200 pounds per square inch. Mo t of them, however, actually showed an aver-
age shearing strength of between 2,500 and 3,000 p01md per quare inch. 
The shearing strength of the lower grades of animal glue, such as 11 and less, is some-
what lower, but by careful application fairly high valnes can 'be obtained from them. 
The water-resistance of animal glue is low; but the high gTades, which have high jelly 
strength will stand dampness for longer periods than the low grades, which have low jelly 
f'trength. 
LIST OF REFERE CES. 
In a brief discussion of this nature it is not possible to cover thorou<Yhly all the points 
touched upon, or even to mention many thing which the glue user or inspector should lmow. 
ThosE.' who wish a fuller lmowledge of the subject are referred to the following publications: 
1 See .. Testing of Glues," p, 21. 
135573-19-2 
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Glue fo r u e on airplanes. By P. A. Houseman. In the JOUll1al of Industrial ancl Engineering Chemistry, 
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LIQUID GLUES- THEIR MANUFACTURE, PROPERTIES, AND USES. 
Liquid glues vary over an exceedingly wide range, not only in their appearance and proper-
ties but also in their chemical constituency. Most of them are manufactured from the heads, 
bones, swimming bladders, and other offal from fish. 
The proces is somewhat similar to that used in the manufacture of animal glues. Tile 
offal is thoroughly washed with water and then di, charged into extractors and digested with 
live steam. After digestion the liquid is drawn off and allowed to stand, following which the 
upper oily layer is removed. The lower gluey olution is then clarified with alum, filtered, 
concentrated in open vats, and bleached with sulphur dioxide. The rCl ultinO' glue is a light-
brown viscous liquid of extremely disagreeable odor. It is sometimes treated with sodium 
phosphate or pel~fumed in order to make the odor less offen ive. Dextrine, certain gums and 
resins, starch, casein, rubber, and bitumen also find occasional use in the manufacture of liquid 
glues. 
A few liquid glues are made with animal glue as a base by treatinO' the latter with a 
chemical agent that destroys the power of the glue to form a jelly, and by mixing it with a 
thinner which evaporates when the glue is u cd and permits it to set. 
A good liquid glue has certain adnmtage . It can be u ed cold and spread without any 
preparation whatever . On the other hand, it is not generally so strong a high-grade animal 
or casein glues, is more expensive, and not so widely marketed. Its u e in airplanes is confined 
to repair work and well-pr otected parts. The majority of purchaser have no way of Imow-
ing in advance how satisfactory a liquid glue will prove to be. Some preliminary studies made 
at the Forest Products Laboratory indicated that the str enoth of liquid glue varies with its 
" body" or viscosity. A a rule, a thick vi. cons glue will O'ive high strength and vice versa. 
The 1)ody or viscosity is also important because it influences the amount of glue which may 
be maintained in a joint when pressing. A thin glue will spread a larger area, but the layer 
on the wood will be so thin that there is danger of squeezing it out under pressure and pro-
ducing a weak, or "starved," joint. Other qualities desirable in liquid glues are ability to 
dry and set rapidly when spread on wood urface, and to remain liquid while in the container 
and over ordinary r anges of temperatme. 
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CASEIN GLUES-THEIR MANUFACTURE, PREPARATION, AND APPLICATION. 
One of the many direct results of the war has been the introdudion of casein glues into 
the woodworking industries of this country. Previou. ly these glues had been used in Europe 
to a limited extent in bookbinding and cabinet work, but their production on a large cale 
was unknown. I n the United States the use of casein glues is more recent and their develop-
ment has been more rapid than in Europe. At the beginning of 1918 only one plant in this 
country was manufacturing a water-resistant casein glue. With our entrance into the war the 
demand of the Army and Navy for waterproof ply-wood enormously increased the production, 
so that by the latter part of 1918 four different companies were manufacturing casein water-
resistant glues and the Forest Products Laboratory had developed several formulas for making 
them. 
TYPES OF CASEIN GLUES. 
There are, in general, two types of casein glues which. for convenience may be designated 
as prepared glues and wet-mix glues. I n the former, the glue components are mixed dry; 
while in the latte.r, the ingredients are added separately and at different times during the mix-
inn- process. Casein glues on the market are of the dry-mix type; that is, they are prepared 
and shipped ready to add to water. The Forest Products L aboratory has done a large amOlmt 
of work in developing casein glues, and some of the best formulas are of the wet-mix type. 
MANUFACTURE OF CASEIN. 
The principal constituent of all casein glues is ca ein, a product obtained from milk. 
' Vhen milk sours naturally, casein is precipitated and appears as "curd." When produced 
in this way it is known as self-soured or naturally soured casein. Various acids may be added 
to the milk to precipitate the casein, the principal ones used being hydrochloric (muriatic) 
and sulphuric. Rennet is also used to some extent as a precipitating agent. 
The usual steps in the production of casein are : (1) Removal of fat in the form of cream 
from the milk, which is usually accomplished by means of a separator; (2) precipitation of the 
ca ein; (3) washing to remove the acid and other impurities; (4) drying; and (5) grinding 
to a powder. The care used in the e various teps of manufacture has a large effect upon the 
glue-making properties of the casein. 
The principal requirements of casein to make it desirable for glue making are: (1) A 
low percentage of impurities such as acid, moisture, and fat; (2) freedom from sour odor.s; 
(3) clearness and uniformity of color; and (4) fineness of particles. By grinding a casein 
to fine particles a minimum of time is required in the mixing and a more uniform glue is 
obtained. A casein ground to pass through a screen of from 50 to 60 me hes to the inch will 
gi ye good results. 
MANUFACTURE OF GLUE. 
To produce glue, casein is mixed with other ingredients, the chief of which are lime and 
water. These three con tituent alone will g-ive a glue of good water-resistant properties, 
but of short life. Other ingredients are, therefore, added to increa e the workinO" life and the 
water resistance and to improve the other qnalitie of the glue. Caustic soda, sodium fluor.ide, 
:md sodium ilicate are used in some patented formulas. They all len !!then the life of t.he 
glue, and sodium fluoride probably gives the glue antiseptic properties. till other ingredients 
are added to give the glue some particularly desired property. Oils are u ually added to the 
dry-mix glue to prevent du tinO" in handling the glue. Formula vary, therefore, not only in 
materials used but also in the proportions of different ingredients. 
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Several formulas for mixing casein glues have been developed at the Forest Products Lab-
oratory. Oue of the best of these, with a discussion of the method of mixing and a description 
of materials required, follows. 
FORMULA-GLUE NO. 4-A.' 
70 parts silicate of soda 
) miX } 
mix 
100 parts casein } 
130 to 280 parts water soak 15 minutes 
15 to 22 parts hydrated powdered lime } . 
90 parts water mlX 
METHOD OF MIXING. 
The proper quantity of water is introduced into the glue pot, and the mixing blade is 
brought into action at a speed corresponding to about 50 or 60 revolutions per minute. The 
stirring is allowed to continue during the addition of the casein to the water and for a few 
minutes thereafter until the mixture becomes mush-like in consistency through the absorption 
of the free water by the casein. The blade is then stopped and the mixture allowed to soak. 
After a period of 15 minutes the soaking is considered complete and the mixing blade 
is again brought into action. The lime-water mixture is now added and two or three minutes 
later the liquid silicate of soda is introduced. 
The mixing is allowed to continue for from 20 minutes to one-half hour after the addition 
of the silicate of soda, whereupon a smooth, freely flowing mixture, of uniform texture and 
free from lumps, should be produced. 
Usually some experience in the mixing of this glue is necessary before satisfactory r esults 
can be expected, and it is advisable to have a new operator witness an actual demonstration. 
This is due to the fact that no precise quantity of water can be prescribed because of the varia-
tion in the water-absorbing qualities of different caseins. The criterion of whether or not the 
proper quantity of soaking water has been added is the viscosity of the fini hed (mixed) glue. 
If its consistency is too thin, an excess of water beyond that required has been used, and it 
i8 best to reject the batch and try again. Similarly, if the consistency is too thick and heavy, 
an insufficient quantity of water has been used. The water required for various types of casein 
lies in the following ranges: 
Lactic-acid casein_________________________________________________ ________ 130 to 170 parts water 
SulP~uric-~?id ~aseiu-~----------------------------------------------------} 170 to 220 pads water IIydrochloIlc-acld caseln __________________________________________________ _ 
Rennet caseiu__________________________________________________________ __ 2 0 parts water 
DESCRIPTIO OF MA'rERIALS. 
Oasein.-It is essential that the casein be of a reasonably pure grade, carefully manu-
factured, free from offensive odors, not of a dark yellow, dirty, or other objectionable color, 
and low in fat, as well as in free acid. It should be fine enough to pass through a 60-mesh sieve. 
Lim,e.-A high calcium lime gives satisfactory results) but limes containing a relrutively 
large amount of magnesia can be employed if a quantity sufllcient to give the required calcium 
hydroxide content be used. It can be prepared for use by adding just enough water to fresh 
quicklime to cause it to slack to a powder. It should then be made fine enough to pass entirely 
through a 60-mesh sieve. Commercial powdered hydrated limes are also suitable. 
Silicate of soda.-The silicate of soda is in liquid form and corresponds to the grade 
which appears on the market for preserving eggs or for adhesive purpose . The various 
samples which have given satisfaotory results at this laboratory have had analyses included 
within the following ranges : 
1 U. S. patent No. 1291396 on this process has been granted to Samuel Butterman, of the Forest Products Labora-
tory, and assigned to the United States Governmen t. 
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APPLICATION OF GLUE. 
Casein glue may be applied to the wood either by hand or with a machine spread~r. In 
applying by hand, a wire brush or a metal scraper gives good results. If the glue i to be 
spread on irregular joints with a bristle brush a somewhat thinner mixture may have to be 
used. The ordinary <!orrugated roll type of machine spreader works well. Enough glue should 
be spread to cover both surfaces of the joint and a small amount should squeeze out from the 
joints when pressure is applied. 
The working life of casein glues varies from a few to many hours. A glue of l11.oderate 
consistency should have a life of at least four or fi ve hours, and glues may be made which will 
last for many hours. -The fitness of a o-lue for USe should be judged by its can istency; 
ordinarily, as long as it can be uniformly spread, a good glue will give good results. The time 
that may elapse between the spreading of the glue upon the wood and the pressing will depend 
upon several factors, chief of which are: (1) The moisture content of the wood; (2) the con-
istency of the glue; (3) the kind of wood; (4) the quantity of glue applied, and (5) the 
temperature of the wood and glue. The time should be correspondingly reduced if the wood 
is of an open, porous nature and of a low moisture content, or if a thin spread or a thick , heavy 
glue is used. A high temperature cau es the moi ture to disappear more rapidly from the 
glue layer and also hastens the setting of the glue. In general, the pressure should be applied 
while the glue is yet in a wet condition, in order to obtain contact between the uncoated wood 
and the glue layer. If the glue becomes too thick, poor contact will result. In most cases, if 
pre ' ure is applied within ten to fifteen minutes good results will be obtained. nder other 
conditions a longer time may elapse. 
PRESSURE. 
ufficient pressure should be applied to bring the layers of wood into close contact with 
the glue. A pressure of from 75 to 100 pounds per square inch is u ually considered ample. 
This win necessarily vary wirth the consi tency of the glue and the character of the material 
bein/)' joined. Greater pressures are necessary for irregularly surfa<!ed material and thick glue 
mixtures than with the opposite conditions. The time under pre ure may vary from a half-
hour to a much longer period. Good joints have been obtained by pressing for only one-half 
hour. A longer period will probably give better results. Where it is convenient retaining in 
clamp over night is generally practiced. 
After the material is removed from the press, it should preferably be allowed to condition 
before being finished. The time required for conditionino- will depend upon the size of the 
stock, the moisture content of the material before gluing, the condition under which it is 
seasoned and the requirements of the finished product. A uniform moisture content of approxi-
mately that desired in the finished piece should prevail in the material before it is put through 
the finishing process. 
STORAGE OF CASEIN GLUES. 
Dry casein and casein glues will keep for a long time jf stored under proper conditions. 
When bought in large quantities they should be stored in a cool, dry place, as excessive 
moisture and high temperatures cause deterioration. 
STRENGTH AND WATER-RESISTANCE. 
Ca ein glues, when properly mixed and applied, have good strength and water-resistant 
properties. These qualities are well demonstrated by the tests imposed on plywood manufac-
tured for use in airplanes. T o be accepted samples were required to show no separation of 
the plies after boiling in water for eight hour or soaking in cold water for ten days. For 
shearing strength in plywood the requirements were at least 150 pounds per square inch, but 
most of the plywood tested at the Forest Products Laboratory showed value considerably 
higher than this minimum requirement. Tested wet after several days' soa,l~ing, ca,seig glues 
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commonly have from 20 to 40 per cent of their dry plywood shear strength. If, however, 
the glue is redried after being soaked, the original strcllgth of the glue is "cry largely re-
covered. 
As a joint glue, ca 'ein is as strong as the \yood of practically all of Ollr common specie. 
Tested on blocks of ma.plc with the grain r unning in the same dil' ction, shearing strcngths 
are commonly obtained ranging from 2,000 to 2,500 po und per square inch, with a large per-
centage of failures in the wood. The progres, which is being made in c1e\'eloping new formula 
and improving the methods of manufactnre is constantly increasing the strength and water-
resistance which can reasonably be d~manclecl of casein glues. 
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A large number of articles ha,e been publi hed on the chemical properties of pure casein. 
They ·C3Jn be located through Chemical bstracts. Most of the articles published in English 
have appeared in the following journals: 
Journal of Biological Chemistry. 
J ournal of Physical Chemistry. 
Journal of the American Chemical SOCiety. 
Technical Bulletins of the New York Agr icultural Experiment Station. 
BLOOD ALBUMIN GLUES-THEIR MANUFACTURE, PREPARATION AND APPLI-
CATION. 
The use of blood albumin glue i comparatively new in this country. Previous to our 
entry into the war, a few manufacturing plants had their own secret formulas and were using 
them in the preparation of glue. But the demand for water-resistant plywood for military 
purposes caused a marked increa e in the production of all kind of waterproof glues, both 
casein and !blood albumin. During the period of the war, the Forest Products Laboratory 
developed several formulas for blood albumin glues and worked out a method of O'luing ,ery 
thin veneer by a dry blood glue process. 
WET GLUE PROCESS. 
Prepared blood albumin glues are not offered on the market, chiefly on account of the 
decrea.c;e in solubility of the albumin with age. They are, therefore, mixed at the time of using. 
The glue may be made either from the fresh blood of slaughtered animals or from black 
~oluble. blood albumin obtained by processing the f resh blood. To make the use of fresh blood 
feasible, the supply must be readily acces ible to t he place of manufacture, inasmuch as r apid 
decomposition takes place and renders it unsatisfactory for glue purposes. Unless utilized 
at once it must therefore be treated with a preservative or converted into a dried soluble form. 
The dried soluble albumin is the form from which the glue is generally made: and is obtained 
by subjeoting the fresh blood to a process for removing the fi1brin and part of the red corpuscles 
and then evaporating to dryness at a temperature below the coagulating point of the albumin, 
which is approximately 1600 F. 
PRE P ARATION OF GLUE. 
(Forest Products Labomtorv M ethod.) 
In order to put the dried a1bumin into solution, it is necessary to allow it to soak for some 
time before stirring. It is advisable to add water at about room temperature to the albumin an 1 
allow it to stand two hours or more before stirring. It should then be agitated until it is 
of uniform consistency. If coarse particles of insolulble material occur, the mixture may be 
strained through a screen of about 30 meshes to the inch. The dried albumin always contains 
some in oluble material and becomes more and more insoluble with age. 
A mixture of blood albmnin and ater makes a o'lue with a considerable degree of 
adhe iveness, but it may be improved b. the addition of other materials. The basic blood 
albumin glue formula1 for the wet glue process worked out at the Forest Products Laboratory 
consists of : 
6 parts of black soluble blood albumin (90 per cent solubility). 
11 parts of water at about 80° F. 
t part of ammonium hydroxide (sp. gr . 0.90 ). 
i part hydrated lime (from 2 to 3 per cent of the weight of albumin). 
After the blood has been put in solution, the ammonia is added while stirring the mixture 
slowly. The lime is then added in the form of a thick cream, and agitation hould be continued 
slow ly for a few minutes. Care should be exerci ed in the use of the lime, inasmuch as a small 
excess will cause the mixture to thicken and bee-orne a jellylike mass. The glue should be of 
1 Patent applied tor in the name of S. B. Henning, Forest Products Laboratory. 
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moderate consistency when mixed and should be suitable for use for several hours. The exact 
proportions of alb-umin and water may be varied to produce a glue of greater or less consistency 
or to suit an albumin of different solubility than that specified. 
APPLICATION OF GLUE. 
The glue may be applied to the wood either with a bristle bru h or with a glue spreader. 
If the spreader is used it should be run only when actually coating the wood, as otherwi a 
the glue may become foamy. 
PRESSING. 
To set the glue, a minimum temperature of approximately 1600 F . is necessary, which 
causes the blood to coagulate. When thoroughly coagulated, the glue can not again be dis-
solved in water. The heat is conveniently applied to the wood by pressing between the hot 
platens of a hydraulic press. In order to reduce the time required in the press and thus in-
crease its capacity, it is customary to use a temperature of from 200 to 220 0 F . Excessively 
high temperatures, however, turn the moisture in the glue and wood to steam and are likely 
to produce steam pockets 01' blisters between the pLies of wood. A pressure of from 50 to 100 
pounds per square inch is desirable. The time required for pressing depends upon the 
thickness of the plies, the number of panels in the press, and the temperature of the plates. 
With a temperature of 212 0 F. three minutes aTe sufficient for one three-ply panel with 
is-inch face plies. The neces ary length of time naturally increases with an increase in 
thickness of material. 
Blood albumin glue is used in plywood construction chiefly. It may, however, be used 
for thicker material. For thick blocks it is nec sary to apply pressure and maintain it by 
the use of retaining clamp, and then subject the material in a kiln or hot room to a tempera-
ture sufficient to set the glue. 
Blood albumin glue is highly water-re i tant, surpassinG' in this respect the present casein 
glues. It retains its shearing strength to a remarkable degree after soaking or boiling, giving 
from 50 to 75 per cent of the dry strength. It is known to po e trength sufficient for joint 
work, although, on account of the difficulty of setting the glue, it i generally con idered im-
practical for this purpose. 
PRECAUTION S IN THE USE OF BLOOD ALBUMIN GLUE. 
Several precautions should be observed in mixing and applying blood albumin glue. 
1. Weigh out all constituents; do not measure them. 
2. Add cold water to blood albumin and do not heat mixture. 
3. Do not stir blood until it has soaked for from one to two hours. 
4. Avoid excessive stirring of the glue or agitation on the spreader, since this produces 
foamy glue. 
5. Load press and apply pressure quickly to prevent coagulating the blood before pressure 
is secured. 
6. Pressures ranging from 50 to 100 pound per square inch are advi able, depending upon 
the glue consistency, nature of wood, etc. 
7. Excessively high temperatures of the platens of the press produce stearn, causing blisters. 
A range of 200 to 2120 F. is advisable. 
8. Panels should be left in the press until the heat has penetrated so as to raise all parts 
to at least 1600 F . 
9. Be careful not to use an excessive amount of lime or a strongly alkaline water. 
DRY GLUE PROCESS FOR THIN VENEER. 
Gluing thin veneer ranging from -ftr to rh of an inch into a very thin panel has always 
been extremely difficult. The principal causes of trouble have been penetration of glue through 
the face plies and excessive swelling of the thin veneer due to the rapid absorption of water 
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from the wet glue, producing overlaps, curling, and wrinkling. These troubles have made the 
manufacture of very thin plywood a very difficlllt and expensive proces. To oyercome these 
difficulties, a method of gluing very thin veneer was worked out at the FOl'est Products Labora-
tory in cooperation with the Bureau of Aircraft Production for the construction of experi-
mental material, particularly for airplane winO" covering. 
A blood albumin glue. was developed which when dried could be used successfully to glue 
veneer 1 'of an inch in thickness, or even thinner. The glue mixture used in this process varies 
from the standard formula given above principally in the a Idition of a ub tance which makes 
the glue hygroscopic, or capable of attracting and retaining moi ture, sufficiently to give a 
contact with wood. 
PREPARATION OF GLUE LAYER. 
The principal steps in the manufacture of the glne layer are : (1) Mixing the glue, (2) 
coating on tissue paper or cloth, and (3) drying. 
To obtain good results, the glue must be mixe I thin and he free from lumps or undis olved 
particles. Straining through a sieve i ' absolutely neces ary in thi s case. 
The first machine used for coating this glne on the paper and drying was devi ed and 
built at the Forest Products Laboratory, The process \las later intro(luceo into a commercial 
paper coating plant, an improved form of the machine for drying and coating was installed: 
and the product can now be produced on a commercial ba 'is. 
A thin, porous tissue paper is used for coating and is placed in a machine geared to run 
it through the glue bath at a rate of approximately 1 foot per minute. The tissue paper 
passes over a roller in the glue bath, and upward into a drying chamber to a worm roller upon 
which there are strips of felt to prevent it from wrinkling. It then passes over a third roller 
and through pinch rolls to a final dry roll. Cloth may be used as the medium upon which 
the glue is dried and then be made to serve as one ply in panel construction. 
GLUING PROCESS. 
In manufacturing plywood with the glue, sheets of it are placed between the plies of the 
wood and pressed in a hot press. A pressure of from 150 to 200 pounds per square inch is 
necessary in order to bring about good contact between the glue layer and the wood. If the 
moisture of the veneer is low, the water-resistant properties of the plywood may be increa ed 
by a slight sprinkling or sponging of the veneer immediately before placing in the press. 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS PROCESS. 
This form of glue has advantages over the wet glue process, chief of which are: 
1. Veneer as thin as one-one hu ndred and twenty-fifth of an inch may be glued up suc-
cessfully. 
2. Overlaps, wrinkling, open joints, etc., are overcome. 
3. Gluing with the addition of little or no moisture overcomes cupping and twisting of 
panels. 
4. Drying of plywood is largely eliminated. 
5. Subsequent trouble in checking of Teneer in drying is eliminated. 
6. Glue is always ready for use and keeps for a long time. 
7. It can probably be used more rapidly and with Ie s labor than the wet glue process. 
8. No spreader is required. 
VEGETABLE GLUE--MANUFACTURE AND USE. 
The term vegetable glue is considered in the woodworking industries to mean glue made 
from starch. There are other adhesives which are derived from vegetable sources, but these 
are not commonly used in woodworking. Vegetable glue is usually made from cassava starch. 
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which appears to be especially adapted for the pm'po es, but others such as COl'll starch or 
potato st.arch are sometimes u ed. alone or mixed with cassavn. sta l'c11 . Vegetable glue is not 
used in airplane manufacture but is here discussed briefly as a matter of intere..<;t. 
In one of the vegetable glues now on the market, the ca ava starch is first treated to 
reduce its "vater absorbing power. This is ordinarily ::tccompli hed by heating the starch with 
an equn 1 weight of water to 1300 F., tirring, and then adding strong ulphuric acid to the 
mixture. Stirring is then continued for everal hours after which the acid is neutralized with 
an alkali and the mixture finally drained and dried. It is sold in this form as a star ch ba e 
for the preparation of vegetable glue by the addition of caustic soda. It is customary for 
the manufacturer to sell the starch base and the caustic on the basis of a definite price pel' 
pound for" dry glue." 
In preparing the glue for use, the starch i usually placed in a jacketed mixer so that it 
can be heated and stirred when the water and caustic soda are added. About one hour's 
stirring is necessary to complete the mixing. The glue can be prepared without heat if a 
higher percentage of caustic is used. 
The resulting product is a viscous, translucent material which is used coM and which will 
keep for many days without deterioration. On account of its stiff con istency mechanical 
spreflclers a.re required to apply the glue. It has not been found suitable, therefore, for irreg-
ularly shaped joints, which require hand spreading. It is pressed in cold presses in the same 
manner as ca ein glue. 
There are other prepared vegetable glues on the market which. up to the present time 
have not been 0 widely used as the one ju t di cus ed. These have variou starches for their 
bases and are manufactured by processes which are more or less secret. It is also possible to 
make veget3Jble o-lue of good strength directly from the unprepared starch, with or without 
the use of caustic soda or other chemicals. 
This method and the methods which vary the amount of caustic used promise to be of 
vil.lue in eliminating the objection to vegetable glue occa ioned by staining, which often occurs 
in gluing fancy furniture veneers, such as one-twenty-ei O'hth inch bird eye maple and mahogany. 
The reduction of the amount of alkali in the glue will reduce the danger of staining, but 
will shorten the Efe. A vegetable glue made in thi ,vay without cau tic will howe,er, remain 
worImble for 24 hours. 
The status of the various vegetable glue is more or les invol'ved in patent litigation. and 
in l1Sing any of them the user should be thoroughly informed on thi pha e of the ~ubjeot. 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TYPES OF GLUE. 
Each of the five types of glue, namely animal, ca ein vegetable, blood and liquid, has its 
own peculiarities, properties, and uses which influence its Buitability for various purpose. 
Animal glue has been u ed so long and is so familiar to woodworker that the value of 
ot.her glues is measured by comparing with animal glue. The principal desirable properties 
of animal glue are the great trenO'th and reliability of the higher grades, its free-flowing 
consistency, and the fact that it doe not cause taining of fancy veneers. So far no glue 
has been found by the woodworking indu try to be a suitable a animal glue for hand spread-
ing on irregularly shaped joints, although a cheaper alue would be very desirable. The 
price of animal O'lue and the fact that it i not highly water resi tant are the chief factor 
which limit its use. 
Oasein gtue has been used commercially for such a short time that its po sibilitie and 
]imitations are not well known. It has good trength, is u eel cold, and can be pread with a 
brllsh, all of which are de irable properties. The property most featured, ho\\'ever, i its 
high water resistance, which makes it suitable for gluing article to be used unde.r moi t con-
ditions. This property makes it a very desirable glue for special purposes. 
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Among the disadvantages of casein glues are their tendency to tain thin veneer and the 
relatively short working life of some kinds. They are also aid to be somewhat harder on tools 
than animal and vegetable glues. This may be overcome possibly by using different steel 
in the tools, or perhaps by altering formulas. 
Ca. ein glues by proper manipulation can be given certain special properties, as desired. 
Their water resistance, strength, con i teney, spread, and cost can be varied orer wide ranges 
by one thoroughly familiar with the subjcct. This is true to a much greater extent of the wet 
than of the prepared casein glues. Already con iaerable reduction in cost have been made 
in both kinds, but particularly in the wet glues. It seems quite probable that casein glues 
will some day be serious competitors of vegetable glues on a price basis, without regard to 
water resistance or other propertie . Already they are entering the field of animal glue in 
joint work The fact that they can be made to spread readily by hand on irregular Joints 
is in their favor in this connection, in addition to their lower price. 
Vegetable glues have fOlmd wide u e in recent years chiefly on accolmt of their cheapness. 
Other valuable features are that they are used cold, and that they remain in good working 
condition and free from decomposition f r many days. They are extremely viscous, however, 
and it is not practicable to spread them by hand. Thcir lack of water resi tance and the fact 
that they usually cause staining in thin fancy , eneer are factors limiting their use. 
Experimental work by manufacturers is con -tantly under way with the object of develop-
ing new and better grades of vegetable glue, and some progress has been made toward pro-
ducing a stainless grade. The future deve:lopment in this line depend to some extent upon 
decisions in patent litigation. 
Blood albwlnin glue has shown notably high re istunce to moisture, especially in the boil-
ing t t. This makes it particularly suitable for gluing plywood which is later to be softened 
in hot water and molded. The producti n of molded plywood articles ha been very limited, 
but it offers a good field for future development. 
Blood glue fonnulas can be altered so as to produce glues of various properties. It is 
possible to make some very cheap blood glues suitable for the production of medium or cheap 
grade articles. A very valuable form in which it can be made is the dry glue tis ue. This 
promises to be valuable for laying fancy veneers, since by its use it is pos ible to eliminate 
much of the trouble due to moisture changes. The factors limitin a the use of blood glue are 
the expensive apparatus required, the relatively low production per press, and the fact that 
it is not very practical for gluing thick stock. 
Liquid glues are, in general, similar in properties to animal glue. Some brand are quite 
equal in strength to good joint glue, but other brands are yery weak and unreliable. Their 
great advantage is that they come in prepared form, ready for immediate use. This makes 
them particularly suitable for pa.tch work and small gluing jobs. The factors which limit 
their use are their high price, their lack of water resistance, and the difficulty the manufacturer 
has in distinguishing between good brand and poor bra.nds. 
The following table gives in summarized form a comparison of the various glues. From 
the table and the preceding discussion it will be seen that there is no glue which is superior 
in all respects to all the othets. 
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Oomparison of va1"ious g~1te8. 
Particular compared. Animal glue. Casein glue. Vegetable glue. Blood glue. Liquld glue. 
Source. Animal hides, bones, Casein from milk. Starch-generully cas- Soluble dried blood. Animal glue, or skins, etc. sava. bones, etc., of fi sh. 
Cost ~er found (Apr., High grade, 25 to 42 Casein, 14 to 18 cents Prepared glue, 10 to 12 
Dried blood, about 20 191 ); veneer glue cents per pound; ve- per ~otmd; prepared cents ~er pound; 51 to $5 per gallon. Wices for carload neer grades, 15 to 30 cascm glues, 16 to 20 starch, to 9 cents cen ts per pound. 
ots). cents per pound. cents per pound. per pound. 
SpreadL-
30 to 100. No data. Extremes reported: 20 to 45. 30 to SO. 35 to 70. 
Common range: 25 to 35. 35 to 55. 35 to 50. 
Mb:ed with alkali and 
Mixing. Soaked in water, tben Mixed cold, with water, with or with- Mixed cold. Requires no prepare.-
melted. rapid stirring. out heat; can be tion. 
made without alkali. 
Applied warm with AtPlied cold with Applied cold with Applied cold ~ hand A pplied cold or warm, Application. brush or mechanical rush or mechanical or with me anical 
spreader. spreader. mechanical spreader. spreader_ usually by hand. 
Temperature of press. Cold; hot cauls fre- Cold. Cold. Hot. Cold. quently used. 
Hith gmde ertual in Good grades similar to 
Strength (block shear s ear strength to Simllar to medium- Simllar to or slightly Similar to or Sl~htly medium-grade ani-
test). strongest American grade animal glue. less than medium- less than me 'urn- mal g lu e; some wood s; medium grade animal glue. grade animal glue. 
grades slightly lower. brands very weak. 
Water resistance. Low. High. Low. H igh. Low. 
If mixed with caustic Doesnotstain, but the 
Staining. Does not stain. Stains thin veneer or soda, stains thin ve- tue is vert dark; Does not stain. some species. yprocessg uedoes neer of some species. not show through. 
High grade, where a Almost entirely for 
strong t0int is de- Mainly where water M~v~k o~ a~~~[e~ water-resistant ply-sired; ow grade, resistance is desired wood for aircraCt Mainly Cor repair work Uses in woodworking. sometimes used for in veneered or joint cheapness, but also purposes and for ar- and glulng small sr-
veneering, especia~ somewhat Cor joint ticles to be molded ticles by hand. 
where it is desir work. work. aCter boiling in we.-
to prevent staining. ter. 
1 Expressed in square feet of glue line per pound of dry glue tor veneer work. 
TESTING GLUES. 
The tests used in judging glue vary with the types. Strength te ts are suitable for all 
types. Water-resistance tests are made on casein and blood glues. Additional tests made on 
animal glues are with respect to viscosity, jelly strength, odor, keeping qualities, grease, foam, 
and reaction to litmus. Chemical analysis is generally of little value in judging glue. 
STRENGTH. 
BLOCK SHEAR TEST. 
Strength tests are made by gluing together two Or more pieces of wood and noting the 
pressure or pull required to break them apart. A number of methods of making the test 
specimens and breaking them have been devised. These depend to a certain extent upon the 
character of work expected of the o'lue and the nature of the testing apparatus available. In 
the experiments at the Forest Products Laboratory the simplest and most convenient method 
found for testing the strength of the glue is a shear test. 
Two blocks of selected hard maple, about 1 by 2! by 12 inches in size, are glued together_ 
After the glue has aged sufficiently they are cut into shear specimens as hown in figure 1. 
These are placed in a testing machine so that the base of the long half of the block re ts on 
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F IG. 1.- Met hod of preparing specimens for glue strength tests. 
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a metal seat. (See fig. 2-C.) . Pressure is then exerted on the short haH, causing it to slide 
past the long haH at the glued joint. The pressure required to' separate the blocks in this 
way is measured and the percentage of the area of wood surface torn out by the glue estimated. 
If the failure occurs entirely in the glue, a measure of the strength of the glued joint is 
obtained, but if the failure is entirely or partly in the wood, as frequently happens, the full 
:3trength of the glue is not developed, and the test may have to be repeated using stronger blocks. 
The same method has been u ed in ecuring data on the strength of wood in hear. Con-
sequently when the strength of glue has been determined it can be compared with that of any 
wood whose average shearing strength is Imown. 
Four specimens are usually broken and an average taken of their individual values. The 
variatjon in the values can be kept at a minimum if the specimens are selected, prepared, and 
tested under as nearly the same conditions as possible. A very important factor is the selection 
A c 
FIG. 2.-Sbear block test specimen and shearing tool. 
of the wood. The species should be the one upon which it is proposed to u e the glue, or one 
at least equally strong. Hard maple is the standard wood in u e at the Forest Products 
Laboratory. Other woods of equal or greater strenoth which might be u ed are sweet birch, 
black locu t, flowering dogwood, canyon live oak, per immon, big shellbark hickory, and we tern 
yew. 
It is a good plan to test hide glue at three or four different dilution. Four different sets 
of specimens should therefore be prepared, using 2, 2t, 2i, and 2;i parts water, re pectively, 
to one part of glue. An exceedingly high-grade glue may work be t at three to one, and there 
are low grades which will give best results with less than two parts of water to one of glue. 
Other types of glue should al 0 be tested under conditions which will permit them to develop 
their full strength. 
On account of the variable nature of wood and the impo ibility of doing perfect gluing, 
the test is far from perfect as an absolute measure of the strength of a glue, but no other 
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strength test has been found to be nearly so good. It merely gives an idea of the ability of 
the glue to hold wood together. If only one or two specimens are tested, the r esults are apt 
to va.ry widely and be misleading, so it is desirruble to base conclusions upon data from a con-
siderable number of tests. 
As a means of jUdging whether the glue is being used to the best advantage, the shear 
block test is very valuable. The specimens can be prepared from almo t any piece of glued 
work, provided the laminations are not thinner than about one-fourth of an inch and the grain 
in adjacent laminations runs parallel. It is preferable that the specimens be cut to -the size 
shown in figure 2, but it is not absolutely necessary; smaller sizes can be used if condi.tions 
require. 
A 
~1111111 
B 
Fro. 3.-Plywood specimens and method of tes t. 
PLYWOOD SHEAR TEST. 
An additional strength test is made on glues used for the manufacture of plywood. This 
consists of shearing the plies apart. The form of specimen used at the Forest Products Labora-
tory is the one used during the war by the British and American Governments in testing 'air-
craft plywood, and is shown in fig. 3-A. It is imple, easily prepared from any plywood 
panel and quickly tested. The machine used in the test is the type designed for testing cement, 
but is provided with special grips as shown in fig. 3-B. The specimen is placed under tension 
and fails principally from shearing. The shape of the specimen makes it impossible 10 develop 
the full shearing strength, but the test gives comparable results and serves to keep a close 
check on the uniformity of the product. 
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WATER RESISTANCE. 
So-called waterproof glues may be tested by soaking or boiling specimens of plywood 
glued with them. The specimens used at the Forest Products Laboratory are 5 by 5 inches 
III SIze. The specimens are soaked for 10 day or boiled for eight hours and the results tabu-
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FlO. 4.--Form for reporting routine plywood tests, filled out wIth actual figures from typical t est. 
lated on the form shown on fig. 4. The latter test: "hile not designed to duplicate any actual 
service condition, amounts to an accelerated soakinO' test and £Urni hes comparable re ults in 
a short time. 1£ a more accurate te t of water resistance is desired, plywood shear specimens 
may be cut, then boiled or soaked, and tested in the usual way in the plywood testing machine. 
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VISCOSITY. 
The viscosity of animal glue is determined by allowing a specified amount of the glue at a 
Iefinite temperature (usually 1400 F.) to flo,v through a standard orifice. The time required 
is a measure of the visco ity. The time required for water to flow through is taken a the 
standard. In general, it is found that a O'lue with high viscosity i tronger than one of low 
viuco ity and will take more water, although there are exceptions. Hide O'lues, as a rule, have 
higher visco. ities than bone glues. A number of viscosimeter of different hapes have been 
c1evi e 1. In the glue manufacturer's laboratory, where many tests mu t be made each day, 
an in trument must be used which will gilre resul ts quickly. This can be done with a pipette, 
cnt off at one end, 01' with a . traio'ht glass tube contracted at one end. These instruments 
are not always so arranged that the temperature of the glue within them can be controlled, and 
for a number of other reasons they are not entirely accurate. For better control of temperature 
t:nd greater accuracy the Engler vi co imeter is often u ed. Thi is more complicated and 
more expensive than the glass tubes, and al 0 slower to operate, but it has the ad vantage, in 
addition to O'reater accuracy, of being an in trument which i in general u e for testinO' many 
kinds of materials. The value. obtained by its Il ~e are readily unclertood by laboratory men 
and can be readily checked. The in trument can be purchased stand:u'dized and ready for 
nse. 
JELL Y STRENGTH. 
The term jelly strength refers to the firmness or elasticity of the jelly formed by cooling 
a glue solution of specified strength. trong animal glues usually have high jelly strength. 
There is no standard instrument for determininO' it, and no standard unit for expres ing it. In 
some laboratories t he pressure required to break the snrface of the jelly i. mea ured. In 
others the depth is ob erved to which a weight of spe ial shape will sink. ometirnes the 
jelly i cast in a conical shape and the wight required to press the point of the cone a certain 
di tance is taken. The Smith jelly tester, which is sometimes u ed, i 0 constructed a. to 
mea ure the pressure require 1 to expand a rubber diaphragm into the jelly to a certain volume. 
This in trument is generally considered too inconvenient ancl low but it enable an accurate 
comparison to be made and i used by some testing laboratori . very common test is the 
finger test, in which the relative strength of t,,-o or 1110re jellies i compared by pres ing tlhe 
jelly with the fingers. 
In making the jelly-strength test with any apparatu ' it i. important that the conditions 
be very carefully controlled in order that comparable results may be obtained. The width 
and depth of the glue jelly should be a great as practicable, in order to reduce to a minimum 
the reinforcing effect of the bottom and ides of the ye sel upon the re istance of the jelly to 
indentation. Once a standard i adopted it should be adhered to if comparative result. are 
desired. The temperature of the jelly , ,hen te ted is particularly important, as the relative 
~trength of a number of jellies i not always the same at different temperatures. In other 
worc1~, the jelly strength of different glue i not affected to the ame extent by changes in 
temperature. The ideal way would be to cool and te t the jellies in a room constantly main-
tained at the proper temperature. This is seldom practicable, however, and the jelIies are 
generally cooled in a refrigerator and te ted in a warmer room. In uch cases it is important 
that the test be made as quickly as po ible after removinO' the jelly from the refrigerator, 0 
that the temperature will be practically the same a it was in the refrigerator. The strength 
of the glue solution must also be always the same, once a tandarcl is adopted. vYeaker solu-
tion can be used for high- trength glue than for low-strength glues. 
ODOR. 
T he odor of animal glue gives some indication of its source and its condition. Glue which 
has an offensive odor is not considered of the highe t grade. The bad odor may be due to the 
use of partly decomposed stock, 01' to decay of the glue itself. For high-grade work it is 
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usually pecified that the glue Ibe sweet; that is, it mu t not have an offensive odor, which is 
determined by melling a hot solution of the glue. The 0 lor of different glues varies consider-
ably, and it is difficult or impossible to express the different" hades." It is usually not 
difficult, ~owever, to determine whether or not the odor is clean, or, as it is commonly called, 
sweet. The temperature and strength of solution are usually not specified. 
KEEPING QUALITY. 
The keeping quality of a glue is determined by allowino' the jell y left from the jelly-
strength test to stand in the laboratory at room temperature for a number of days. The odor 
and condition of the glue are noted at interval. Glues with good keeping qualities will stand 
se\'eral days without developing an offen ive odor, or showing ally appearance of decompo-
sition. A more rigorous test frequently adopted is to keep the solution in a thermostat at 
about 35° C. The glue should remain swcct at least 4 hour under these condition . 
GREASE. 
For joint work a mall amount of grea e in glne is not a SCl'iou objection. Too much 
grease, however , i objectionable, as grease has no adhesi\'c propertie. For orne clas es of 
work, such as paper izing, eyen a Yery small amount of grease can not be tolemted, as it gives 
the paper an objectional appearance. When glue is to be u ed in a spreader where foaming 
is likely to occur, a mall amonnt of grea e i desirablc as it retards foaming. The grease 
can be determined by chemical mean if desired, but this i, not neces alJ' unless the exact 
amount of grease mu t be determined. The common method of te ting for grease is to mix 
a little dye with the glue . olution and pa,int it upon a piece of un ized white paper. If grea e 
is present, the painted treak will have a mottled or potted a1 pearance. If there is no grease, 
the streak will be uniform. 
FOAM. 
Glue which foams badly is objectionable becau e air bubble (Yet into the joint and thus 
r educe the area in which the glue i in contact with both faces. Foamy glue i e pecially un-
desirable for u e in gluing machine, a the glue i agitated much more than \\'hen it i u ed 
!by hand, and the danger of incorporating ail' bubbles i greater. The amount of foam i de-
termined by beating the glue solution for a pccified time \\'ith an egg beater or similar in tru-
ment and then noting the height to which the foam 1'i c and the quiclrn with which it ub-
sides. llla:boratories do not make the te ·t in exactly the arne way, but in any laboratory after 
a method has once been adopted it should be trictly f llo\\'ed. The foam test is generally 
made on the solution used in the vi cosity test. 
REACTIO TO LITMUS. 
By its reaction to litmus a glue how whether it i. acid alkaline, or neutral. The test 
is made by dipping trip of red and blue litmu paper in the glue olution remaining after 
the visco ity te tor ome other test, and notinO' the color change. An acid glue turns plue litmus 
red, an alkaline glue turns red litmus blue, and a neutral O'lue will not change the color of 
either red or blue litmus. A glue containing a liO'ht amount of acid i lightly preferable 
to one which i neutral or alkaline, beca.use it i not quite 0 favorable a medium for the growth 
of the organi ms which cau e decay. 
COMPARISO WITH STANDARD SAMPLE. 
It is apparent that, for the rno t part, the te t for animal glues give comparative rather 
than absolute re ul ts. It is frequently difficult to compare the re nIt of tests made by one 
laboratory with those made by another, a the strength of oll1 tiol1, tempcrature, and manipula.-
tion so often are different. For thi rea on, it i considered that the most atisfactory method 
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of purchasing animal glues is to specify that they shall be equal to a standard sample furnished 
the bidder to test in any way he sees fit. The bidder should also be informed as to the methods 
the purchaser intend to u e in te ting glue submitted to him a equal to the standard sample. 
In using strength tests it should be r membered that there is a difference between testu1g 
the glue itself and testing the workmanship of the gluing. In the former a wood which will 
not fail before the glue fails should be used. If the glue is too strong the ideal te ting wood 
is hard to find, but hard maple approaches the desircd tandard. In the latter it is only 
necessary to use the particular wood which will be glued in practice or some other wood equally 
strong. Then if the glue proves stronger than the wood, the te t is sati factory. 
W11ile in some cases equipment for strength te ts "ould pay a large manufacturer, for 
malleI' plants the co t is prohibitiv. A system of inspection and certification for glues of 
various grades, such as was operated in connection ,yith thc control of glue purchased for 
aircraft manufacture during the war, would enable purcha er to ecure glue of known quality 
without t ting it them elves. Under this system glue was barreled: sealed, and certified at 
the plants on the basis of actual te ts made at a central te-ting laboratory by glue experts. 
This ystem might be duplicated luring peace times by the organiZtltion of an inspection 
servicc supported by an a sociation of the glue-using industries. 
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